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1. The effectiveness properties of the integrated and derived sets of a 
given basic set 1) of polynomials in a circle of centre origin have been 
studied by MAKAR [3] and NEWNS [5] and others 2). As a result of these 
studies it is known that both the integrated and derived sets of a basic 
set of polynomials which is effective in the circle lzl <R, are effective 
there. If the given set is effective in lzl <,R, the integrated set will be 
effective there, while some inevitable limitation has to be imposed on 
the class of the basic set in order to ensure the effectiveness of the derived 
set in the same region. It is proposed in the present paper to show that 
the above results are capable of generalisation when the circle lzl = R is 
replaced by the Faber curve C. This is a simple closed curve which is 
the map in the z-plane of the unit circle itl = 1 by the transformation 
(1.1) z= f(t) =(eft) +g(t), 
where c*O and g(t) is a regular function in it! <,T for some T> 1. This 
transformation maps itl < 1 onto 3) E(O) so that for all values of r<,T, 
the circles it! =r are mapped onto the simple closed curves Or which lie 
outside or inside C according as r < 1 or 1 < r < T. 
Suppose that {Pn(z)} be a given W-basic set of polynomials which 
admits the representation 
(1.2) Pn(z) = ~ nn,k Pk(z), 
k 
where {P n(z)} is the Faber set of polynomials associated with the curve C 
(c.f. FABER [2; p. 391], NEwNs [5; p. 452]). If a is any point4) inside 
1) The reader is supposed to be acquainted with the theory of basic sets of 
polynomials as given by WHITTAKER [6]. 
2) Reference for other authors is given at the end of MAKAR's paper [3]. 
3) Adopting the notation of NEWNS [5], D(O), E(O) denote respectively the 
domains interior and exterior to the closed curve 0; the closure of D(O) is denoted 
by D(O). 
4) Whenever the origin is enclosed by the curve OT we may conveniently take 
a=O. 
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the curve Cp, the integrated set {un(z)} of the set {Pn(z)} is given by 
z 
(1.3) uo(z) = 1; Un(z) = f Pn-l(w) dw; (n> 1). 
a 
In order to avoid a linear relation between the polynomials of the 
derived set a polynomial has to be eliminated; applying NEWNS definition 
[5; p. 465] the derived set {vn(z)} of the set {Pn(z)} is therefore defined 
as follows 
(1.4) 
where :no,,. is the first non-zero coefficient in the representation (1.2) for 
n = 0. Also, let Dn be the degree of the polynomial of highest degree in 
the representation (1.2); the following limitation is imposed. 
(1.5) n:;n -+ 1 as n -+ oo. 
With these notations, the main results of the present paper are formu-
lated in the following theorems. 
Theorem 2. When the W-basic set {Pn(z)} of polynomials is effective 
in D(C) or in D(C), so also will be the integrated set {un(z)}. 
Theorem 4. If the W-basic set {Pn(z)} of polynomials is effective in 
D(C) so also will be the derived set {vn(z)}. 
Theorem 5. When the W-basic set {Pn(z)} of polynomials, which accords 
to the condition (1.5), is effective in D(C), so also will be the derived set 
{vn(z)}. 
We finally add the remark 5) that a tilde (--) over an entity indicates 
that the entity belongs to the integrated set, while a similarly situated 
star (*) indicates that the entity belongs to the derived set. 
2. This section is concerned with the Faber polynomials {P n(z)}, their 
integrated set {.l'n(z)} and their derived set {P! (z)}. The generating function 
of the Faber polynomials is given by Faber [2; p. 391] in the form 
(2.1) 
where f(t) is the mapping function (1.1). Thus the derived polynomials 
{P! (z)} will be given by 
(2.2) f'(t) - ~ n * {f(t)-z}Z- .. ~ot P .. (z). 
Let IDln(Or)= max IPn(z)j, O<ro;;;;;T; to evaluate IDln(Or) and IDl!(Or) 
zECr 
5) Exceptions from this rule are the integrated set {un(z)} and the derived set 
{vn(z)} for their significance in the present work. 
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we set z= f(r), lrl =r, in the left hand sides of (2.1) and (2.2) and expand 
in powers of (t/r). It can be easily verified that (c.f. FABER [2; p. 393]) 
(2.3) 
and 6) 
(2.4) (n;;;;.l, O<r<T). 
Also, taking the path of integration as a straight segment it will be 
obvious that 
(2.5) Wln(Cr) =max I j Pn-l(w) dw I > 4 lmn-l(Or), 
ZEOr a 
where 4= max lz-al. Suppose that 1p(z) be a function regular in 
ZE0r 
D(Or), it has been shown by FABER [2; p. 395] that 1p(z) can be uniquely 
represented in D(Or) by the Faber polynomials in a series of the form 
! CnP n(z), where 
(2.6) Cn = ( -1/2ni) f 1p{f(t)} tn-1 dt. 
ltl=r 
Now, if the integrated Faber set {Pn(z)} admits the representation 
then, by differentiation and application of (2.6), we easily obtain 
(2.7) On,o=Pn(a); (n;;;;.O), On,k=(-1j2ni) f P!_ 1{f(t)}tk-2dt; 
ltl=r (n, k-;;;;.1, O<r.;;;;T). 
Similarly, we have 
(2.8) o:.k= ( -I/2ni) f tk Pn+l{f(t)} dt; 
ltl=r 
In particular, noting the form of the mapping function f(t), as given by 
(1.1), we easily get (c.f. NASSIF [4; p. 601, formula 3.12]) 
(2.9) 0! .... =cf(n+ 1), 
where c is given in (1.1). 
3. We consider here the integrated set {un(z)} of the given basic set 
{pn(z)}. With the representation (1.2), the Cannon sum and the Cannon 
function of the set {Pn(z)} for the curves Or are defined as follows. 
(3.1) Fn(Cr) = ~ax max I.± nn,k Pk(z) I, 
o,i o&Or k=i 
(3.2) u(Cr) =lim {Fn(CrW1"'. 
n-+oo 
6) Throughout this work K denotes positive finite numbers which do not retain 
the same value at different occurrences. 
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Adopting therefore our notation, the Cannon sum and the Cannon function 
for the set {u,.(z)} will be F,.(Or) and ;e(Or). 
To prove theorem 2 the following general theorem is established. 
Theorem 1. For the integrated set {un(z)} of the W-basic set {p,.(z)} 
of polynomials we have 
;t(Or) ..;;;u(Or); (O<r<T). 
It is clear now that theorem 2 is a direct consequence of this theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Integrating the representation {1.2) it follows 
that 
(3.3) Fo(z) = 1 = 'Uo{z); Pk(z) = ~ nn-1,1-1 UJ(Z); 
i=l 
Applying {2.7) and {3.3) we easily observe when 
Pn(z) = ~ il:n,k Uk(z) 
that k=o 
(k;;;..I). 
( 
il:n,o=P,.(a) 
{3.4) " 5'tn,k=(-lf2ni) f [P!_1 {f(t)} ~ t1-2 nj-1,k-1] dt; (k;;;d,O<r<T). 
ltl=r i=l 
Mindful of the definition of the Cannon sum F ,.(Or), choose the integers 
~X>O, {3>0 such that 
{3.5) F ,.(Or)= ~~~I J" itn,kUk(z) I· 
Applying {2.2), (2.4) and (3.4) in (3.5) it follows that 
" (3.6) F,.(Or)<(Kfr")+(nKfr") ~ ri-1Hj-1(0r), 
i=l 
where 
and where ~X'> IX, and lr, as before, equals max. jz- aj when z E Or. Suppose 
now that u(Or)=e (;;;..r-1), then for any number (!1>(! we shall have 
(3.7) (j> 1). 
Finally, inserting (3.7) in (3.6) we easily obtain 
F,.(Or) <nKe~ 
so that ;t(Or)..;;; (!I, and since (!I can be taken arbitrarily near to (!, the 
required inequality ;t(Or)..;;; u(Or) is concluded and theorem 1 is therefore 
established. 
It should be noted that the uniqueness theorem for the basic repre-
sentation of functions regular in jzj <R, as given by Doss [l] holds, with 
minor changes in the proof, for the domain D(O) (c.f. section 7; c.f. also 
NEWNS [5; p. 452, 1. 21]). Applying this theorem in the same way adopted 
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by NEwNs [5; p. 465, 11. 10-16] the first assertion of theorem 2 can be 
established. 
4. The derived set is now considered, a general result is also obtained 
concerning this set. This result is formulated in the following theorem. 
Theorem 3. For the derived set {vn(z)} of the W-basic set {Pn(z)} of 
polynomials we have 
(4.1) u*(Cr) < u(Cr+ ), 
where 7) u(Cr +) = lim u(Ce)· 
etr 
Proof. Applying the definition (1.4) of the derived set we obtain, on 
differentiating the representation (1.2), 
(4.2) 
where 
(4.3) 
P! (z) = L An, k Vk(z), 
,, 
( 
An,k=nn+l,k 
no,k+l An,k=nn+l,k+l-nn+l,p --
no,p 
(O.;;;;:k.;;;;:,u-1) 
(k>,u). 
Substituting from (4.2) in the relation 
we obtain, from (2.8), 
where 
(4.4) 
Pn(z) = ! n!.k Vk(z), 
k 
n 
n!.k=(-1/2ni) f [Fn+l{/(t)} L tiAJ,k]dt; 
Jtl ~r i~O 
As in theorem 1, choose the integers 1X and (J such that 
(4.5) F!(Cr) =max I f n~.k Vk(z) I· 
zeC1 k~"' 
Applying (2.3), (2.5), the definition (1.4) of {vn(z)}, (4.3) and (4.4), we 
easily obtain from (4.5) 
F! (Or) < Wln+l(Cr) it ri+l [ ~~~ {I:~ nJ+l,kP~(z) I 
+ I f n1+1,k+1P~+I (z) I + I ni+l,p II f no, k+l P~+t (z) I } J k~p no, I' k~" 
.;;;;; (Kfrn) it ri+l [ ~~~ {I:~: nJ+l,kP~(z) I (4.6) 
7) The notation is justified since Oe ::>Or when f! < r. 
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The evaluation of the terms on the right hand side of (4.6) is on similar 
lines. Thus, considering the first term, let 
1'-1 
g;(z) = L ni+l,kPk(z) = L g;,s Ps(z), 
k=~ 8 
and write 
G;(OR) = max jg1(z)j. 
zECR 
Choose e to be any positive number less than r, since g;(z) is a polynomial 
in z, we can apply Faber formula (2.6) to obtain 
jg;,sl <e8 GJ(Oe) <(28 Fm(OQ). 
Hence, applying (2.4), we obtain 
maxl~'f ni+l,kP~(z) I= max! L gi,s P;(z) I 
zeC1 k=~ zeC1 s=l 
<KFJ+l(Oe) L s(e/r)8 <KFm(Oe)· 
s=l 
Similar treatment with the remaining terms of (4.6) yields 
(4.7) 
n 
F!(Or) < (Kjrn) L ri+l[KFm(Oe) +KFo(Oe) FJ+l(Or)] 
i=O 
n 
< (Kjrn) L ri+l F1+1(0e), 
i=O 
since FJ+l(Or)<Fi+l(Oe) when e<r. Suppose now that :l1:(0e)=-r(>.!.>r-1) 
and T1 is any number greater than r then (4.7) yields e 
F!(Or)<K-r~. 
Making n tend to infinity and observing that r1 can be taken as near 
tor as we please we infer that x*(Or) <,:l1:(0e)· The required inequality (4.I) 
of theorem 3 follows by allowing e to tend to r and the theorem is proved. 
Now, theorem 4 follows directly from theorem 3. In fact if r is any 
number such that I <r<T, we choose the number r' such that I <r' <r. 
Hence :l1:(0r')<I, and by theorem 3 :l1:*(0r)<x(Or+)<:l1:(0r')<l. Thus the 
derived set {vn(z)} will be effective in D(O). 
The following corollary is also obvious. 
Corollary. If the W-basic set {Pn(z)} of polynomials is effective in 
D(O) and if x(Or) is a continuous function of r at r= I, then the derived set 
{vn(z)} will be effective in D(O). 
For, in this case x*(O) < x(O +) = :l1:(0) =I. 
5. The limitation (1.5) on the class of the basic set {pn(z)} is now imposed. 
This condition will sharpen the inequality (4.I) to: x*(Or) <,x(Or). Since 
we are dealing with effectiveness in D(O) we may suppress the suffix r. 
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Also since the set {pn(z)} will now be a Cannon set, the Cannon sum and 
Cannon function will be 
),(0) = lim {wn(O)p'"· 
n-+00 
The corresponding expressions for the derived set {vn(z)} will be AZ(O), 
w!(O) and A*(O). 
Proof of Theorem 5. Let Pk(z)= I_pk,iP1(z); then applying Faber 
i 
formula (2.6) and (2.4) we easily obtain 
(5.1) 
where dk is the degree of the polynomial Pk(z). Also, inserting (4.3) in 
(4.4) and using (2.3) and (2.5) it follows that 
K i~J :7l:j+l,k I (O.;;;:k.;;;:,u-1) 
(5.2) l:n:!.kl < 
Kit [I :n:J+l,k+ll + I :n;~::: II :n:o, k+ll J ; (k > ,u). 
A combination of (5.1) and (5.2) gives 
" (5.3) w!(O) <K I (Dr+l +D~wo(O)) Wj+l(O). 
i=O 
Now, ·since the set {pn(z)} is effective in D(O) and in view of the con-
dition (1.5) we conclude from (5.3) that, for any number e>1, 
w!(O) <Kea<n+l>, 
which leads to the conclusion that A *(0) <ea. We finally deduce that 
A *(0) = 1 and the derived set {vn(z)} will be effective in D(O). Theorem 5 
is therefore established. 
The following example shows that the condition {1.5) imposed on the 
class of the basic set {pn(z)} cannot be relaxed. 
Example. Let 0 be any Faber curve and the Faber polynomials 
associated with 0 be {Pn(z)}. Consider the basic set {pn(z)} given by 
pn(z)=Pn(z); (n even), Pn(Z)=Pn(z)+P2n(z); (n odd). It is easily seen, 
for this set, that lim D~" = 2 and that it is effective in D(O). Forming 
n-+oo 
the derived set {vn(z)} we easily get. 
(5.4) ~ Vn(z) = P! (z) ( Vn(z) =P!(z) +P:n+l_1(z); 
(n odd) 
(n even). 
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.. 
Thus, if Pn(z) = ~ O!,kPZ(z), then (5.4) yields 
k~O 
21> .. 
P2n(z) = ~ o: ... k Vk(z) - ~ o: ... 2k V22k+l_l(z), 
k~O k-0 
so that 
(5.5) 
Hence, in view of (5.4), and applying (2.4) and (2.9), (5.5) gives 
22n+l-I 
w:,.(O) >K 2n+ I 
and thus A.*(O);;;. 2, and the derived set {vn(z)} is not effective in D(O). 
6. From the above results we may derive the following general conse-
quences. 
Theorem 6. The integrated set {un(z)} of a given W-basic set {pn(z)} 
of polynomials will be effective in D(O) if, and only if, the set {Pn(z)} is 
effective in D(O). 
Theorem 7. If, in the W-basic set {pn(z)} of polynomials, po(z)= 
=constant, Pn(a)=O; n>O, where a is any point inside Op, then the derived 
set {vn(z)} will be effective in D(O) if, and only if, {Pn(z)} is effective in D(O). 
Similar conclusions, involving the condition (1.5), can be derived for 
effectiveness in D(O). 
7. UNIQUENESS THEOREM FOR FABER REGIONS. 
If {Pn(z)} is a W-basic set of polynomials which is effective in D(O) and 
if there is a series of the form ~ Anpn(z) which converges uniformly to zero 
in D(O), then An=O; n;;;.O. 
Proof. Since the set {Pn(z)} is effective in D(O) then x(OR)<I for 
any value of R> I. Hence there is a number R1 such that I <R1 <Rand 
x(OR) < I/R1. Then from (3.I) we deduce that 
(7.I) (n, k;;;.O), 
where 
Mk(OR)= max IPk(z)l. 
ZEOJ! 
m 
Let rpm(z) = ~ Anpn(z); then rpm(z) tends to zero as m tends to infinity 
n~o 
uniformly in D(O). Thus if the number R2 is chosen so that 
(7.2) I<R2<R1<R 
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and if Sm(Rz) = max I tfom(z)!; then 
zECR, 
(7.3) Sm(Rz) ---+ 0 as m---+ =· 
The function tfom(z) is uniquely expressed in D(O) by the series of the 
form tfom(z) = ! a"P "(z), where, by Faber formula (2.6), 
fJ 
(7.4) !a"!<Sm(Rz) Rf; (,u;;;..O). 
Being a polynomial, tfom(z) is uniquely expressed in terms of the poly-
nomials {Pn(z)}; so that 
(7.5) 
Combining (7.1) and (7.4) in (7.5) we obtain, from (7.2), 
Finally, since m can be taken as large as we please, we conclude from 
(7.3) that An=O; as required. 
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